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Abstract We summarize our past five years of work on designing, building, and
studying Sugilite, an interactive task learning agent that can learn new tasks and rel-
evant associated concepts interactively from the user’s natural language instructions
and demonstrations leveraging the graphical user interfaces (GUIs) of third-party
mobile apps. Through its multi-modal and mixed-initiative approaches for Human-
AI interaction, Sugilite made important contributions in improving the usability,
applicability, generalizability, flexibility, robustness, and shareability of interactive
task learning agents. Sugilite also represents a new human-AI interaction paradigm
for interactive task learning, where it uses existing app GUIs as a medium for users
to communicate their intents with an AI agent instead of the interfaces for users
to interact with the underlying computing services. In this chapter, we describe the
Sugilite system, explain the design and implementation of its key features, and
show a prototype in the form of a conversational assistant on Android.

1 Introduction

Interactive task learning (ITL) is an emerging research topic that focuses on enabling
task automation agents to learn new tasks and their corresponding relevant concepts
through natural interaction with human users [69]. This topic is also related to the
concept of end-user development (EUD) for task automation [65, 115]. Work in this
domain includes both physical agents (e.g., robots) that learn tasks that might involve
sensing and manipulating objects in the real world [7, 28], as well as software agents
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that learn how to perform tasks through software interfaces [3, 10, 68, 75]. This
paper focuses on the latter category.

A particularly useful application of ITL is on conversational virtual assistants
(e.g., Apple Siri, Google Assistant) running on mobile phones. With the widespread
popularity of mobile apps, users are utilizing them to complete a wide variety of
tasks [27, 150]. These apps interact with users through graphical user interfaces
(GUIs), where users usually provide inputs by direct manipulation, and read outputs
from the GUI display. Most GUIs are designed with usability in mind, providing
non-expert users low learning barriers to commonly-used computing tasks. App
GUIs also often follow certain design patterns that are familiar to users, which helps
them easily navigate around GUI structures to locate the desired functionalities [2,
38, 130].

However, GUI-basedmobile apps have several limitations. First, performing tasks
on GUIs can be tedious. For example, the current version of the Starbucks app
on Android requires 14 taps to order a cup of venti Iced Cappuccino with skim
milk, and even more if the user does not have the account information stored. For
such tasks, users would often like to have them automated [6, 105, 127]. Second,
direct manipulation of GUIs is often not feasible or convenient in some contexts.
Third, many tasks require coordination among many apps. But nowadays, data often
remain siloed in individual apps [29]. Lastly, while some app GUIs provide certain
mechanisms of personalization (e.g., remembering and pre-filling the user’s home
location), they are mostly hard-coded. Users have few means of creating customized
rules and specifying personalized task parameters to reflect their preferences beyond
what the app developers have explicitly designed for.

Recently, intelligent agents have become popular solutions to the the limitations
of GUIs. They can be activated by speech commands to perform tasks on the user’s
behalf [102]. This interaction style allows the user to focus on the high-level spec-
ification of the task while the agent performs the low-level actions, as opposed to
the usual direct manipulation GUI in which the user must select the correct objects,
execute the correct operations, and control the environment [25, 135]. Compared
with traditional GUIs, intelligent agents can reduce user burden when dealing with
repetitive tasks, and alleviate redundancy in cross-app tasks. The speech modality in
intelligent agents can support hand-free contexts when the user is physically away
from the device, cognitively occupied by other tasks (e.g., driving), or on devices
with little or no screen space (e.g., wearables) [101]. The improved expressiveness
in natural language also affords more flexible personalization in tasks.

Nevertheless, current prevailing intelligent agents have limited capabilities. They
invoke underlying functionalities by directly calling back-end services. Therefore,
agents need to be specifically programmed for each supported application and ser-
vice. By default, they can only invoke built-in apps (e.g., phone, message, calendar,
music) and some integrated external apps andweb services (e.g.,web search,weather,
Wikipedia), lacking the capability of controlling arbitrary third-party apps and ser-
vices. To address this problem, providers of intelligent agents, such asApple, Google,
and Amazon, have released developer kits for their agents, so that the developers of
third-party apps can integrate their apps into the agents to allow the agents to invoke
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these apps from user commands. However, such integration requires significant cost
and engineering effort from app developers, therefore, only some of the most popular
tasks in popular apps have been integrated into prevailing intelligent agents so far.
The “long-tail” of tasks and apps have not been supported yet, and will likely not get
supported due to the cost and effort involved.

Prior literature [143] showed that the usage of “long-tail” appsmade up significant
portion in user app usage. Smartphone users also have highly diverse usage patterns
within apps [150] and wish to have more customizability over how agents perform
their tasks [36]. Therefore, relying on third-party developers’ effort to extend the
capabilities of intelligent agents is not sufficient for supporting diverse user needs.
It is not feasible for end users to develop for new tasks in prevailing agents on their
own either, due to (i) their lack of technical expertise required, and (ii) the limited
availability of openly accessible application programming interfaces (APIs) formany
back-end services. Therefore, adding the support for interactive task learning from
end users in intelligent agents is particularly useful.

1.1 Interactive Task Learning for Smartphone Intelligent
Agents

To address this problem, We designed, implemented, and studied a new end-user
programmable interactive task learning agent called Sugilite1 [80] Based on prior
works in EUD and ITL for task automation, We identify the below key research
challenges that Sugilite seeks to address:

• Usability: Sugilite should be usable for users without significant programming
expertise. Some prior EUD systems (e.g., [100, 127]) require users to program in
a visual programming language or a textual scripting language, which imposes a
significant learning barrier and prevents users with limited programming expertise
from using these systems.

• Applicability: Sugilite should handle a wide range of common and long-tail
tasks across different domains. Many existing EUD systems can only work with
applications implemented with specific frameworks or libraries (e.g., [17, 32]),
or services that provide open API access to their functionalities (e.g., [53]). This
limits the applicability of those systems to a small subset of tasks.

• Generalizability: Sugilite should learn generalized procedures and concepts
that handle new task contexts and different task parameters without requiring
users to reprogram from scratch. For example, macro recorders like [129] can
record a sequence of input events (e.g., clicking on the coordinate (x, y)) and
replay the same actions at a later time. But these macros are not generalizable, and
will only perform the exact same action sequences but not tasks with variations

1 Sugilite is named after a purple gemstone, and stands for: Smartphone Users Generating
Intelligent Likeable Interfaces Through Examples.
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or different parameters. Learning generalized procedures and concepts requires
deeper understanding for the semantics of the medium of instruction, which in
Sugilite’s case are the GUIs of existing mobile apps.

• Flexibility: Sugilite should provide adequate expressiveness to allow users to
express flexible automated rules, conditions, and other control structures that
reflect their desired task intentions. The simple single trigger-action rule approach
like [53, 56], while providing great usability due to its simplicity, is not sufficiently
expressive for many tasks that users want to automate [140].

• Robustness: Sugilite should be resilient to minor changes in target applications,
and be able to recover from errors caused by previously unseen or unexpected
situations with the user’s help. Macro recorders such as [129] are usually brit-
tle. Approaches with complicated programming synthesis or machine learning
techniques (e.g., [98, 108]) usually lack transparency into the inference process,
making it difficult for end users to recover from errors. Another aspect of robust-
ness is to handle errors in natural language interactions [8, 101].

• Shareability: Sugilite should support the sharing of learned task procedures
and concepts among users. This requires Sugilite to (i) have the robustness of
being resilient to minor differences between different devices, and (ii) preserve the
original end-user developer’s privacy in the sharing process. As discussed in [75,
78], end users are often hesitant about sharing end-user-developed scripts due to
the fear of accidentally including personal private information in shared program
artifacts.

To address the challenges, Sugilite takes a multi-modal interactive task learning
approach, where it learns new tasks and concepts from end users interactively in two
complementary modalities: (i) demonstrations by direct manipulation of third-party
app GUIs, and (ii) spoken natural language instructions. This approach combines
two popular EUD techniques—programming by demonstration (PBD) and natural
language programming. In PBD, users teach the system a new behavior by directly
demonstrating how to perform it. In natural language programming, users teach the
system by verbally describing and explaining the desired behaviors using a natural
language likeEnglish.Combining these twomodalities allowsusers to take advantage
of the easiest, most natural, and/or most effective modality based on the context for
different parts of the programming task.

Through itsmulti-modal approach combiningPBDandnatural language program-
ming, Sugilite mitigates the shortcomings in each individual technique. Demon-
strations are often too literal, making it hard to infer the user’s higher level inten-
tions. In other words, it often only records what the user did, but not why the user
did it. Therefore, it is difficult to produce generalizable programs from demonstra-
tions alone. On the other hand, natural language instructions can be very flexible
and expressive for users to communicate their intentions and desired system behav-
iors. However, they are inherently ambiguous. In our approach, Sugilite grounds
natural language instructions to demonstration app GUIs, allowing mutual disam-
biguation [119], where demonstrations are used to disambiguate natural language
inputs and vice versa.
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1.2 Contributions

Our work contributes a new mixed-initiative multi-modal approach for intelligent
agents to learn new task procedures and relevant concepts and a system that imple-
ments this approach. Specifically, this chapter describes the following contributions:

1. The Sugilite system, a mobile PBD system that enables end users with no
significant programming expertise to create automation scripts for arbitary tasks
across any or multiple third-party mobile apps through a multi-modal interface
combining demonstrations and natural language instructions [80] (Sect. 4).

2. Amulti-modal mixed-initiative PBD disambiguation interface that addresses the
data description problem by allowing users to verbally explain their intentions
for demonstrated GUI actions through multi-turn conversations with the help of
an interaction proxy overlay that guides users to focus on providing effective
information [84] (Sect. 5.2).

3. A technique for grounding natural language task instructions to app GUI entities
by constructing semantic relational knowledge graphs from hierarchical GUI
structures, along with a formative study showing the feasibility of this technique
with end users [84] (Sect. 5.2).

4. A PBD script generalization mechanism that leverages the natural language
instructions, the recordeduser demonstration, and theGUIhierarchical structures
of third-party mobile apps to infer task parameters and their possible values from
a single demonstration [80] (Sect. 5.3).

5. A top-down conversational programming framework for task automation that
can learn both task procedures and the relevant concepts by allowing users to
naturally start with describing the task and its conditionals at a high-level and
then recursively clarify ambiguities, explain unknown concepts, and define new
procedures through a mix of conversations and references to third-party app
GUIs [88] (Sect. 5.4).

6. A multi-modal error handling and repairing approach for task-oriented conver-
sational agents that helps users discover, identify the causes of, and recover from
conversational breakdowns caused by natural language understanding errors
using existing mobile app GUIs for grounding [82] (Sect. 5.5).

7. A new self-supervised technique for generating semantic embeddings of GUI
screens and components that encode their textual content, visual design and
layout patterns, and app metadata without requiring manual data annotation [87]
(Sect. 5.6).

2 The Human-AI Collaboration Perspective

We argue that a key problem in the ITL process is to facilitate effective Human-
AI collaboration. In the traditional view, programming is viewed as the process of
transforming a user’s existing mental plan into a programming language that the
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computer can execute. However, in end-user ITL, this is not an accurate model. The
user often starts with only a vague idea of what to do and needs an intelligent system’s
help to clarify their intents. We view ITL as a joint activity where the user and the
agent share the same goal in a human-AI collaboration framework. In such mixed-
initiative interactions, the user’s goals and inputs come with uncertainty [4, 51]. The
agent needs to show guesses of user goals, assist the user to provide more effective
inputs, and engage in multi-turn dialogs with the user to resolve any uncertainties
and ambiguities.

Significant progress has beenmadeon this topic in recent years in bothAI andHCI.
Specifically on the AI side, advances in natural language processing (NLP) enable
the agents to process users’ instructions of task procedures, conditionals, concepts
definitions, and classifiers in natural language [2, 6, 10], to ground the instructions
(e.g., [12]), and to have dialog with users based on GUI-extracted task models (e.g.,
[11]). Reinforcement learning techniques allow the agent to more effectively explore
action sequences on GUIs to complete tasks [13]. Large GUI datasets such as RICO
[4] allow the analysis of GUI patterns at scale, and the construction of generalized
models for extracting semantic information from GUIs.

The HCI community also has presented new study findings, design implications,
and interaction designs in this domain. A key direction has been the design of multi-
modal interfaces that leverage both natural language instructions and GUI demon-
strations [1, 7]. Priorwork also explored howusers naturally express their task intents
[10, 15, 17] and designed new interfaces to guide the users to provide more effective
inputs (e.g., [8]).

On one hand, AI-centric task flow exploration and program synthesis techniques
often lack transparency for users to understand the internal process, and they pro-
vide the users with little control over the task fulfillment process to reflect their
personal preferences. On the other hand, machine intelligence is desired because the
users’ instructions are often incomplete, vague, ambiguous, or even incorrect. There-
fore, the system needs to provide adequate assistance to guide the users to provide
effective inputs to express their intents, while retaining the users’ agency, trust, and
control of the process. While relevant design principles have been discussed in early
foundational works in mixed-initiative interaction [5] and demonstrational interfaces
[16], incorporating these ideas into the design and implementation of actual systems
remains an important challenge.

A crucial factor in human-AI collaboration is the medium. Sugilite presents a
new human-AI interaction paradigm for interactive task learning, where it uses the
GUIs of the existing third-partymobile apps as themedium for users to communicate
their intents with an AI agent instead of the interfaces for users to interact with the
underlying computing services. Among common mediums for agent task learning,
app GUIs sit at a nice middle ground between (1) programming language, which can
be easily processed by a computing system but imposes significant learning barri-
ers to non-expert users; and (2) unconstrained visual demonstrations in the physical
work and natural language instructions, which are natural and easy-to-use for users
but infeasible for computing systems to fully understand without significant human-
annotated training data and task domain restrictions given the current state-of-art
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in natural language understanding, computer vision, and commonsense reasoning.
In comparison, existing app GUIs cover a wide range of useful task domains for
automation, encode the properties and relations of task-relevant entities, and encap-
sulate the flows and constraints of underlying tasks in formats that can be feasibly
extracted and understood by an intelligent agent.

By sitting between the user and the GUIs of third-party apps, Sugilite allows
the user to teach the agent new task procedures and concepts by demonstrating them
on existing third-party app GUIs and verbally explaining them in natural language.
When executing a task, Sugilite directly manipulates app GUIs on the user’s behalf.
This approach tackles the two major barriers in prevailing intelligent agents by (i)
leveraging the available third-party appGUIs as a channel to access a large number of
back-end services without requiring openly available APIs, and (ii) taking advantage
of users’ familiaritywith appGUIs, so users can program the intelligent agentwithout
having significant technical expertise by using app GUIs as the medium.

3 Related Work

3.1 Programming by Demonstration

Sugilite uses the programming by demonstration (PBD) technique to enable end
users to define concepts by referring to the content of GUIs from third-party mobile
apps, and to teach new procedures through demonstrations with those apps. PBD
is a promising technique for enabling end users to automate their activities without
necessarily requiring programming knowledge—It allows users to program in the
same environment in which they perform the actions. This makes PBD particularly
appealing to many end users, who have little knowledge of conventional program-
ming languages, but are familiar with how to perform the tasks they wish to automate
using existing app GUIs [37, 94, 114].

Akey challenge forPBD is generalization [37, 71, 94].Whenanuser demonstrates
an instance of performing a task in a specific situation, the PBD system needs to learn
the task a higher level of abstraction so that it can perform similar tasks (with different
parameters, configurations etc.) in new contexts. Sugilite improved the generaliza-
tion capability compared with prior similar PBD agents such as CoScripter [75],
Hilc [57], Sikuli [147], and VASTA [132] through its support for parameterization
(Sect. 5.3), data description disambiguation (Sect. 5.2), and concept generalization
(Sect. 5.4).

Sugilite supports domain-independent PBD by task automation by using GUIs
of third-party apps. Similar approaches have also been used in prior systems. For
example, AssistiveMacros [129] uses mobile app GUIs, CoScripter [75], d.mix [50],
Vegemite [97], Ringer [13], and Plow [3] use web interfaces, and Hilc [57] and
Sikuli [147] use desktop GUIs. Macro recording tools like [129] can record a
sequence of input events and replay them later. These tools are too literal—they
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can only replay exactly the same procedure that was demonstrated, without the abil-
ity to generalize the demonstration to perform similar tasks. They are also brittle
to any UI changes in the app. Sikuli [147], VASTA [132], and Hilc [57] used the
visual features of GUI entities to identify the target entities for actions—while this
approach has some advantages over Sugilite’s approach, such as being able to work
with graphic entities without textual labels or other appropriate identifiers, the visual
approach does not use the semantics of GUI entities, which also limits its generaliz-
ability.

In human–robot interaction, PBD is often used in interactive task learning where
a robot learns new tasks and procedures from the user’s demonstration with physical
objects [7, 20, 45, 64]. The demonstrations are sometimes also accompanied by nat-
ural language instructions [112, 133] similar to Sugilite. While many recent works
have been done in enhancing computing systems’ capabilities for parsing human
activities (e.g., [126]), modeling human intents (e.g., [44]), representing knowledge
(e.g., [149]), from visual information from the physical world, it remains a major
AI challenge to recognize, interpret, represent, learn from, and reason with visual
demonstrations. In comparison, Sugilite avoids this grand challenge by using exist-
ing app GUIs as the alternative medium for task instruction, which retains the user
familiarity, naturalness, and domain generality of visual demonstration but is much
easier to comprehend for a computing system.

3.2 Natural Language Programming

Sugilite uses natural language as one of the two primary modalities for end users
to program task automation scripts. The idea of using natural language inputs for
programming has been explored for decades [11, 18, 95, 109]. In NLP and AI
communities, this approach is also known as learning by instruction [10, 33, 68, 96].

The foremost challenge in supporting natural language programming is to deal
with the inherent ambiguities and vagueness in natural language [141]. To address
this challenge, a prior approach was to require users to use similar expression styles
that resembled conventional programming languages (e.g., [11, 77, 125]), so that
the system could directly translate user instructions into code. Despite that the user
instructions used in this approach seemed like natural language, it did not allowmuch
flexibility in expressions. This approach is not adequate for end-user development,
because it has a high learning barrier for userswithout programming expertise—users
have to adapt to the system by learning new syntax, keywords, and structures.

Another approach for handling ambiguities and vagueness in natural language
inputs is to seek user clarification through conversations. For example, Iris [43] asked
follow-up questions and presents possible options through conversations when ini-
tial user inputs are incomplete or unclear. This approach lowered the learning barrier
for end users, as it did not require them to clearly define everything up front. It
also allowed users to form complex commands by combining multiple natural lan-
guage instructions in conversational turns under the guidance of the system. This
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multi-turn interactive approach is also known as interactive semantic parsing in the
NLP community [145, 146]. Sugilite adopts the use of multi-turn conversations
as a key strategy in handling ambiguities and vagueness in user inputs. However,
a key difference between Sugilite and other conversational instructable agents is
that Sugilite is domain-independent. All conversational instructable agents need to
resolve the user’s inputs into existing concepts, procedures, and system functionali-
ties supported by the agent, and to have natural language understanding mechanisms
and training data in each task domain. Because of this constraint, existing agents
often limit their supported tasks to one or a few pre-defined domains, such as data
science [43], email processing [10, 136], invoking Web APIs [137], or database
queries [49, 61, 76].

Sugilite supports learning concepts and procedures from existing third-party
mobile apps regardless of the task domain. Users can explain new concepts, define
task conditionals, and clarify ambiguous demonstrated actions in Sugilite by ref-
erencing relevant information shown in app GUIs. The novel semantic relational
graph representation of GUIs (details in Sect. 5.2) allows Sugilite to understand
user references to GUI content without having prior knowledge on the specific task
domain. This approach enablesSugilite to support awide rangeof tasks fromdiverse
domains, as long as the corresponding mobile apps are available. This approach also
has a low learning barrier because end users are already familiar with the function-
alities of mobile apps and how to use them. In comparison, with prior instructable
agents, users are often unclear about what concepts, procedures, and functionalities
already exist to be used as “building blocks” for developing new ones.

3.3 Multi-modal Interfaces

Multi-modal interfaces process twoormore user inputmodes in a coordinatedmanner
to provide users with greater expressive power, naturalness, flexibility, and porta-
bility [120]. Sugilite combines speech and touch to enable a “speak and point”
interaction style, which has been studied since early multi-modal systems like Put-
that-there [23]. Prior systems such as CommandSpace [1], Speechify [60], Quick-
Set [121], SMARTBoard [113], and PixelTone [70] investigated multi-modal inter-
faces that can map coordinated natural language instructions and GUI gestures to
system commands and actions. In programming, similar interaction styles have also
been used for controlling robots (e.g., [55, 104]). But the use of these systems are
limited to specific first-party apps and task domains, in contrast to Sugilite which
aims to be general-purpose.

When Sugilite addresses the data description problem (details in Sect. 5.2),
demonstration is the primary modality; verbal instructions are used for disambiguat-
ing demonstrated actions. A key pattern used in Sugilite is mutual disambigua-
tion [119]. When the user demonstrates an action on the GUI with a simultaneous
verbal instruction, our system can reliably detect what the user did and on which UI
object the user performed the action. The demonstration alone, however, does not
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explain why the user performed the action, and any inferences on the user’s intent
would be fundamentally unreliable. Similarly, from verbal instructions alone, the
system may learn about the user’s intent, but grounding it onto a specific action may
be difficult due to the inherent ambiguity in natural language. Sugilite utilizes these
complementary inputs to infer robust and generalizable scripts that can accurately
represent user intentions in PBD. A similar multi-modal approach has been used
for handling ambiguities in recognition-based interfaces [103], such as correcting
speech recognition errors [138] and assisting the recognition of pen-based handwrit-
ing [67]. The recent DoThisHere [144] system uses a similar multi-modal interface
for cross-app data query and transfer between multiple mobile apps.

In the parameterization and concept teaching components of Sugilite, the nat-
ural language instructions come first. During the parametrization, the user first ver-
bally describes the task, and then demonstrates the task from which Sugilite infers
parameters in the initial verbal instruction, and the corresponding possible values. In
concept teaching, the user starts with describing an automation rule at a high-level in
natural language, and then recursively defines any ambiguous or vague concepts by
referring to app GUIs. Sugilite’s approach builds upon prior work like Plow [3],
which uses user verbal instructions to hint possible parameters, to further explore
how GUI and GUI-based demonstrations can help enhance natural language inputs.

3.4 Understanding App Interfaces

A unique challenge for Sugilite is to support multi-modal PBD on arbitrary third-
party mobile app GUIs. Some of such GUIs can be complicated, with hundreds
of entities, each with many different properties, semantic meanings, and relations
with other entities. Moreover, third-party mobile apps only expose the low-level
hierarchical representations of their GUIs at the presentation layer, without revealing
information about internal program logic.

There has been some prior work on inferring semantics and task knowledge from
GUIs. Prefab [40–42] introduces pixel-based methods to model interactive widgets
and interface hierarchies in GUIs, and allowed runtime modifications of widget
behaviors. Waken [12] also uses a computer vision approach to recognize GUI com-
ponents and activities from screen captured videos. StateLens [48] and Kite [89]
look at the sequence of GUI screens of completing a task, from which they can infer
the task flowmodel with multiple different branches and states. The interaction min-
ing approach used in Erico [39] and Rico [38] captures the static (UI layout, visual
features) and dynamic (user flows) parts of an app’s design from a large corpus of
user interaction traces with mobile apps. A similar approach was also used to learn
the design semantics of mobile apps [99]. These approaches use a smaller number
of discrete types of flows, GUI elements, and entities to represent GUI screens and
their components, while our Screen2Vec uses continuous embedding in a vector
space for screen representation.
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Some prior techniques specifically focus on the visual aspect of GUIs. The Rico
dataset [38] shows that it is feasible to train a GUI layout embedding with a large
screen corpus, and retrieve screens with similar layouts using such embeddings.
Chen et al.’s work [31] and Li et al.’s work [91] show that trained machine learning
models can generate semantically meaningful natural language descriptions for GUI
components based on their visual appearances and hierarchies. Compared with them,
the Screen2Vec method (Sect. 5.6) used in Sugilite provides a more holistic
representation of GUI screens by encoding textual content, GUI component class
types, and app-specific metadata in addition to the visual layout.

Another category of work in this area focuses on predicting GUI actions for
completing a task objective. Pasupat et al.’s work [122] maps the user’s natural
language commands to target elements on web GUIs. Li et al.’s work [90] goes a
step further by generating sequences of actions based on natural language commands.
These works use the supervised approach that require a large amount of manually-
annotated trainingdata,which limits its utilization. In comparison, theScreen2Vec
method used in Sugilite uses a self-supervised approach that does not require any
manual data annotation of user intents and tasks. Screen2Vec also does not need
any annotation on theGUI screens themselves, unlike [148]which requires additional
developer annotations for the metadata of GUI components.

Sugilite faces a unique challenge—in Sugilite, the user talks about the under-
lying task of an app in natural language while making references to the app’s GUI.
The system needs to have sufficient understanding about the content of the app GUI
to be able to handle these verbal instructions to learn the task. Therefore, the goal
of Sugilite in understanding app interfaces is to abstract the semantics of GUIs
from their platform-specific implementations, while being sufficiently aligned with
the semantics of users’ natural language instructions, so that it can leverage the GUI
representation to help understanding the user’s instruction of the underlying task.

4 System Overview

We present the prototype of a new task automation agent named Sugilite.2 This
prototype integrates and implements the results from several of our prior research
works [80–82, 84, 86–89]. The implementation of our system is also open-sourced
on GitHub.3 This section explains how Sugilite learns new tasks and concepts from
the multi-modal interactive instructions from the users.

The user starts with speaking a command. The command can describe either an
action (e.g., “check the weather”) or an automation rule with a condition (e.g., “If
it is hot, order a cup of Iced Cappuccino”). Suppose that the agent has no prior
knowledge in any of the involved task domains, then it will recursively resolve the
unknown concepts and procedures used in the command. Although it does not know

2 A demo video is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tdHEk-GeaqE.
3 https://github.com/tobyli/Sugilite_development.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tdHEk-GeaqE
https://github.com/tobyli/Sugilite_development
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Fig. 1 An example dialog structure while Sugilite learns a new task that contains a conditional
and new concepts. The numbers indicate the sequence of the utterances. The screenshot on the right
shows the conversational interface during these steps

these concepts, it can recognize the structure of the command (e.g., conditional), and
parse each part of the command into the corresponding typed resolve functions, as
shown in Fig. 1. Sugilite uses a grammar-based executable semantic parsing archi-
tecture [92]; therefore, its conversation flowoperates on the recursive execution of the
resolve functions. Since the resolve functions are typed, the agent can generate
prompts based on their types (e.g., “How do I tell whether…” for resolveBool
and “How do I find out the value for…” for resolveValue).

When the Sugilite agent reaches the resolve function for a value query or
a procedure, it asks the users if they can demonstrate them. The users can then
demonstrate how they would normally look up the value, or perform the procedure
manually with existing mobile apps on the phone by direct manipulation (Fig. 3a).
For any ambiguous demonstrated action, the user verbally explains the intent behind
the action through multi-turn conversations with the help from an interaction proxy
overlay that guides the user to focus on providing more effective input (see Fig. 3,
more details in Sect. 5.2).When the user demonstrates a value query (e.g., finding out
the value of the temperature), Sugilite highlights the GUI elements showing values
with the compatible types (see Fig. 2) to assist the user in finding the appropriate
GUI element during the demonstration.

All user-instructed value concepts, Boolean concepts, and procedures automati-
cally get generalized by Sugilite. The procedures are parameterized so that they can
be reused with different parameter values in the future. For example, for Utterance
8 in Fig. 1, the user does not need to demonstrate again since the system can invoke
the newly-learned order_Starbucks function with a different parameter value
(details in Sect. 5.3). The learned concepts and value queries are also generalized so
that the system recognizes the different definitions of concepts like “hot” and value
queries like “temperature” in different contexts (details in Sect. 5.4).
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Fig. 2 The user teaches the
value concept “commute
time” by demonstrating
querying the value in Google
Maps. Sugilite highlights
all the duration values on the
Google Maps GUI

5 Key Features

5.1 Using Demonstrations in Natural Language Instructions

Sugilite allows users to use demonstrations to teach the agent any unknown proce-
dures and concepts in their natural language instructions.As discussed earlier, amajor
challenge in ITL is that understanding natural language instructions and carrying out
the tasks accordingly require having knowledge in the specific task domains. Our use
of programming by demonstration (PBD) is an effective way to address this “out-of-
domain” problem in both the task fulfillment and the natural language understanding
processes [85]. In Sugilite, procedural actions are represented as sequences of GUI
operations, and declarative concepts can be represented as references to GUI content.
This approach supports ITL for a wide range of tasks—virtually anything that can
be performed with one or more existing third-party mobile apps.

Our prior study [88] also found that the availability of app GUI references can
result in end users providing clearer natural language commands. In one study where
we asked participants to instruct an intelligent agent to complete everyday computing
tasks in natural language, the participants who saw screenshots of relevant apps
used fewer unclear, vague, or ambiguous concepts in their verbal instructions than
those who did not see the screenshots. By using demonstrations in natural language
instructions, our multi-modal approach also makes understanding the user’s natural
language instructions easier by naturally constraining the user’s expressions.
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5.2 Spoken Intent Clarification for Demonstrated Actions

A major limitation of demonstrations is that they are too literal, and are, therefore,
brittle to any changes in the task context. They encapsulate what the user did, but not
why the user did it. When the context changes, the agent often may not know what
to do, due to this lack of understanding of the user intents behind their demonstrated
actions. This is known as the data description problem in the PBD community, and it
is regarded as a key problem in PBD research [37, 94]. For example, just looking at
the action shown in Fig. 3a, one cannot tell if the user meant “the restaurant with the
most reviews”, “the promoted restaurant”, “the restaurant with 1,000 bonus points”,
“the cheapest Steakhouse”, or any other criteria, so the system cannot generate a
description for this action that accurately reflects the user’s intent. A prior approach
is to ask for multiple examples from the users [106], but this is often not feasible
due to the user’s inability to come up with useful and complete examples, and the
amount of examples required for complex tasks [74, 116].

Sugilite’s approach is to ask users to verbally explain their intent for the demon-
strated actions using speech. Our formative study [84] with 45 participants found that
end users were able to provide useful and generalizable explanations for the intents
of demonstrated actions. They also commonly used in their utterances semantic ref-
erences to GUI content (e.g., “the close by restaurant” for an entry showing the text
“596 ft”) and implicit spatial references (e.g., “the score for Lakers” for a text object
that contains a numeric value and is right-aligned to another text object “Lakers”).

Based on these findings, we designed and implemented a multi-modal mixed-
initiative intent clarificationmechanism for demonstrated actions.As shown in Fig. 3,
the user describes their intention in natural language, and iteratively refines the
descriptions to remove ambiguity with the help of an interactive overlay (Fig. 3d).
The overlay highlights the result from executing the current data description query,
and helps the user focus on explaining the key differences between the target object
(highlighted in red) and the false positives (highlighted in yellow) of the query.

Fig. 3 The screenshots of Sugilite’s demonstration mechanism and its multi-modal mixed-
initiative intent clarification process for the demonstrated actions
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To ground the user’s natural language explanations about GUI elements, Sugilite
represents each GUI screen as a UI snapshot graph. This graph captures the GUI
elements’ text labels, meta-information (including screen position, type, and package
name), and the spatial (e.g., nextTo), hierarchical (e.g., hasChild), and semantic
relations (e.g.,containsPrice) among them (Fig. 4).A semantic parser translates
the user’s explanation into a graph query on the UI snapshot graph, executes it on
the graph, and verifies if the result matches the correct entity that the user originally
demonstrated. The goal of this process is to generate a query that uniquely matches
the target UI element and also reflects the user’s underlying intent.

5.2.1 UI Snapshot Graph

Formally, we define a UI snapshot graph as a collection of subject-predicate-object
triples denoted as (s, p, o), where the subject s and the object o are two entities, and
the predicate p is a directed edge representing a relation between the subject and
the object. In Appinite’s graph, an entity can either represent a view in the GUI,
or a typed (e.g., string, integer, Boolean) constant value. This denotation is highly
flexible—it can support a wide range of nested, aggregated, or composite queries.
Furthermore, a similar representation is used in general-purpose knowledge bases
such as DBpedia [9], Freebase [22], Wikidata [142], and WikiBrain [83], which can
enable us to plugAppinite’s UI snapshot graph into these knowledge bases to support
better semantic understanding of app GUIs in the future.

The first step in constructing a UI snapshot graph from the hierarchical tree
extracted from the Android Accessibility Service is to flatten all views in the tree
into a collection of view entities, allowing more flexible queries on the relations
between entities on the graph. The hierarchical relations are still preserved in the
graph, but converted into hasChild and hasParent relationships between the
corresponding view entities. Properties (e.g., coordinates, text labels, class names)
are also converted into relations, where the values of the properties are represented
as entities. Two or more constants with the same value (e.g., two views with the same
class name) are consolidated as a single constant entity connected to multiple view
entities, allowing easy querying for views with shared properties values.

In GUI designs, horizontal or vertical alignments between objects often suggest a
semantic relationship [5]. Generally, smaller geometric distance between two objects
also correlates with higher semantic relatedness between them [46]. Therefore, it
is important to support spatial relations in data descriptions. Appinite adds spatial
relationships between view entities to UI snapshot graphs based on the absolute coor-
dinates of their bounding boxes, including above, below, rightTo, leftTo,
nextTo, and near relations. These relations capture not only explicit spatial refer-
ences in natural language (e.g., the button next to something), but also implicit ones
(see Fig. 4 for an example). In Appinite, thresholds in the heuristics for determining
these spatial relations are relative to the dimension of the screen, which supports
generalization across phones with different resolutions and screen sizes.
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Fig. 4 Sugilite’s instruction parsing and grounding process for intent clarifications illustrated on
an example UI snapshot graph constructed from a simplified GUI snippet

Appinite also recognizes some semantic information from the raw strings found in
the GUI to support grounding the user’s high-level linguistic inputs (e.g., “item with
the lowest price”). To achieve this, Appinite applies a pipeline of data extractors
on each string entity in the graph to extract structured data (e.g., phone number,
email address) and numerical measurements (e.g., price, distance, time, duration),
and saves them as new entities in the graph. These new entities are connected to the
original string entities by contains relations (e.g., containsPrice). Values
in each category of measurements are normalized to the same units so they can be
directly compared, allowing flexible computation, filtering, and aggregation.

5.2.2 Parsing

Our semantic parser uses a Floating Parser architecture [123] and is implemented
with the SEMPRE framework [16]. We represent UI snapshot graph queries in a
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simple but flexible LISP-like query language (S-expressions) that can represent joins,
conjunctions, superlatives and their compositions, constructed by the following 7
grammar rules:

E → e; E → S; S → (join r E); S → (and S S)

T → (ARG_MAX r S); T → (ARG_MIN r S); Q → S | T

where Q is the root non-terminal of the query expression, e is a terminal that rep-
resents a UI object entity, r is a terminal that represents a relation, and the rest of
the non-terminals are used for intermediate derivations. Sugilite’s language forms a
subset of a more general formalism known as Lambda Dependency-based Composi-
tional Semantics [93], which is a notationally simpler alternative to lambda calculus
which is particularlywell-suited for expressing queries over knowledge graphs.More
technical details and the user evaluation are discussed in [84].

5.3 Task Parameterization Through GUI Grounding

AnotherwaySugilite leveragesGUI groundings in the natural language instructions
is to infer task parameters and their possible values. This allows the agent to learn
generalized procedures (e.g., to order any kind of beverage from Starbucks) from a
demonstration of a specific instance of the task (e.g., ordering an iced cappuccino).

Sugilite achieves this by comparing the user utterance (e.g., “order a cup of
iced cappuccino”) against the data descriptions of the target UI elements (e.g., click
on the menu item that has the text “Iced Cappuccino”) and the arguments (e.g., put
“Iced Cappuccino” into a search box) of the demonstrated actions for matches. This
process grounds different parts in the utterances to specific actions in the demon-
strated procedure. It then analyzes the hierarchical structure of GUI at the time of
demonstration, and looks for alternative GUI elements that are in parallel to the orig-
inal target GUI element structurally. In this way, it extracts the other possible values
for the identified parameter, such as the names of all the other drinks displayed in
the same menu as “Iced Cappuccino”

The extracted sets of possible parameter values are also used for disambiguating
the procedures to invoke, such as invoking the order_Starbucks procedure
for the command “order a cup of latte”, but invoking the order_PapaJohns
procedure for the command “order a cheese pizza.”

5.4 Generalizing the Learned Concepts

In addition to the procedures, Sugilite also automatically generalizes the learned
concepts in order to reuse parts of existing concepts as much as possible to avoid
requiring users to perform redundant demonstrations [88].
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For Boolean concepts, Sugilite assumes that the type of the Boolean operation
and the types of the arguments stay the same, but the arguments themselves may dif-
fer. For example, for the concept “hot” in Fig. 1, it should still mean that a temperature
(of something) is greater than another temperature. But the two in comparison can be
different constants, or from different value queries. For example, suppose after the
interactions in Fig. 1, the user instructs a new rule “if the oven is hot, start the cook
timer.”Pumice can recognize that “hot” is a concept that has been instructed before in
a different context, so it asks “I already know how to tell whether it is hot when deter-
miningwhether to order a cup of IcedCappuccino. Is it the same here when determin-
ing whether to start the cook timer?” After responding “No”, the user can instruct
how to find out the temperature of the oven, and the new threshold value for the
condition “hot” either by instructing a new value concept, or using a constant value.

The generalization mechanism for value concepts works similarly. Pumice sup-
ports value concepts that share the same name to have different query implemen-
tations for different task contexts. For example, following the “if the oven is hot,
start the cook timer” example, suppose the user defines “hot” for this new context as
“The temperature is above 400 degrees.” Pumice realizes that there is already a value
concept named “temperature”, so it will ask “I already know how to find out the value
for temperature using the Weather app. Should I use that for determining whether
the oven is hot?”, to which the user can say “No” and then demonstrate querying the
temperature of the oven using the corresponding app (assuming the user has a smart
oven with an in-app display of its temperature).

This mechanism allows learned concepts like “hot” to be reused at three differ-
ent levels: (i) exactly the same (e.g., the temperature of the weather is greater than
85°F); (ii) with a different threshold (e.g., the temperature of the weather is greater
than x); and (iii)with a different value query (e.g., the temperature of something else
is greater than x).

5.5 Breakdown Repairs in Task-Oriented Dialogs

Another important challenge in facilitating effective human-AI collaboration with
ITL agents is to support the discovery and repair of conversational breakdowns.
Despite the advances in the agent’s natural language understanding capabilities, it is
still far from being able to understand the wide range of flexible user utterances and
engage in complex dialog flows [47]. Existing agents employ rigid communication
patterns, requiring that users adapt their communication patterns to the needs of the
system instead of the other way around [14, 59]. As a result,conversational break-
downs, defined as failures of the system to correctly understand the intended mean-
ing of the user’s communication, often occur. Conversational breakdowns decrease
users’ satisfaction, trust, and willingness to continue using a conversational system
[15, 58, 101].

Beneteau et al.’s deployment study [14] of Alexa showed that a major barrier
for the users to repair conversational breakdowns is that their understandings of the
causes of the breakdowns are frequently inaccurate, as a result, the repair strate-
gies they naturally use are often ineffective. Other studies [8, 21, 34, 59, 117, 124]
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Fig. 5 The interface of Sovite: a Sovite shows a app GUI screenshot to communicates its state
of understanding. The yellow highlight overlay specifies the task slot value. The user can drag the
overlay to fix slot value errors. b To fix intent detection errors, the user can refer to an app that
represents their desired task. Sovite will match the utterance to an app on the phone (with its icon
shown), and look for intents that use or are relevant to this app. c If the intent is still ambiguous
after referring to an app, the user can show a specific app screen relevant to the desired task

reported similar findings of the types of breakdowns encountered by users and the
common repair strategies. In a taxonomy of conversational breakdown repair strate-
gies by Ashktorab et al. [8], repair strategies can be categorized into dimensions of:
(1) whether there is evidence of breakdown (i.e., whether the system makes users
aware of the breakdown); (2) whether the system attempts to repair (e.g., provide
options of potential intents), and (3) whether assistance is provided for user self-
repair (e.g., highlight the keywords that contribute to the intent classifier’s decision).
Among them, the most preferred option by the users was to have the system attempt
to help with the repair process by providing options of potential intents. However,
as discussed, this approach requires domain-specific “deep knowledge” about the
task and error handling flows manually programmed by the developers [5, 107],
and therefore, is not practical for user-instructed tasks. The second most preferred
strategy in [8] was for the system to provide more transparency into the cause of the
breakdown, such as highlighting the keywords that contribute to the results.

Informed by these results, we developed Sovite,4 a new interface for Sugilite
that helps users discover, identify the causes of, and recover from conversational
breakdowns using a app-grounded multi-modal approach (Fig. 5). Compared with

4 Sovite is named after a type of rock. It is also an acronym for System for Optimizing Voice
Interfaces to Tackle Errors.
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the domain-specific approaches that require “deep knowledge”, our approach does
not require any additional efforts from the developers. It only requires “shallow
knowledge” in a domain-general generic language model to map user intents to the
corresponding app screens.

5.5.1 The Design of the Breakdown Handling Interface

Communicating System State with App GUI Screenshots

The first step for Sovite in supporting the users in repairing conversational break-
downs is to provide transparency into the state of understanding in the system, allow-
ing the users to discover breakdowns and identify their causes. Sovite leverages the
GUI screenshots of mobile apps for this purpose. As shown in Fig. 5a, for the user
command, Sovite displays one or more (when there are multiple slots spanning
many screens) screenshots from an app that corresponds to the detected user intent.
For intents with slots, it shows screens that contain the GUI widgets corresponding
to where the slots would be filled if the task was performed manually using the app
GUI. Sovite also adds a highlight overlay, shown in yellow in Fig. 5a, on top of
the app’s GUI, which indicates the current slot value. If the slot represents selecting
an item from a menu in the GUI, then the corresponding menu item will be high-
lighted on the screenshot. For an intent without a slot, Sovite displays the last GUI
screen from the procedure of performing the task manually, which usually shows
the result of the task. After displaying the screenshot(s), Sovite asks the user to
confirm the understanding of the user’s intent. by asking, “I will…[the task],
is this correct?”, to which the user can verbally respond.

Design Rationale Sovite’s references to app GUIs help with grounding in human-
agent interactions. In communication theory, the concept of grounding describes
conversation as a form of collaborative action to come up with common ground or
mutual knowledge [35]. For conversations with computing systems, when the user
provides an utterance, the system should provide evidence of understanding so that
the user can evaluate the progress toward their goal [26]. As described in the gulf
of evaluation and gulf of execution framework [54, 118] and shown in prior studies
of conversational agents [8, 14], execution and evaluation are interdependent—in
order to choose an effective strategy for repairing a conversational breakdown, the
user needs to first know the current state of understanding in the system and be able
to understand the cause of the breakdown. We believe this approach should help
users to more effectively identify the understanding errors because it provides better
closeness of mapping [46] to how the user would naturally approach this task.

Intent Detection Repair with App GUI References

When an intent detection result is incorrect, as evidenced by the wrong app or the
wrong functionality of app shown in a confirmation screenshot, or when the agent
fails to detect an intent from the user’s initial utterance at all (i.e., the system responds
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“I don’t understand the command.”), the user canfix the error by indicating the correct
apps and app screens for their desired task.

References to Apps After the user says that the detected intent is incorrect after
seeing the app GUI screenshots, or when the system fails to detect an intent, Sovite
asks the user “What app should I use to perform…[the task]?”, for which the
user can say the name of an app for the intended task (shown in Fig. 5b). Sovite
looks up the collection of all supported task intents for not only the intents that use
this underlying app, but also intents that are semantically related to the supplied app.

References to App Screens In certain situations, the user’s intent can still be ambigu-
ous after the user indicates the name of an app; there can be multiple intents asso-
ciated with the app (for example, if the user specifies “Expedia” which can be used
for booking flights, cruises, or rental cars), or there can be no supported task intent
in the user-provided app and no intent that meets the threshold of being sufficiently
“related” to the user-provided app. In these situations, Sovite will ask the user a
follow-up question “Can you show me which screen in…[the app]] is most rel-
evant to…[the task]?” (shown in Fig. 5c). Sovite then launches the app and
asks the user to navigate to the target screen in the app. Sovite then finds intents
that are the most semantically related to this app screen among the ambiguous ones,
or asks the user to teach it a new one by demonstration.

Ease of Transition to Out-of-Domain Task Instructions An important advantage
of Sovite’s intent disambiguation approach is that it supports the easy transition to
the user instruction of a new task when the user’s intended task is out of scope.
An effective approach to support handling out of scope errors is programming-
by-demonstration (PBD) [85]. Sovite’s approach can directly connect to the user
instruction mode in Sugilite. Since at this point, Sovite already knows the most
relevant app and app screen for the user’s intended task and how to navigate to this
screen in the app, it can simply ask the user “Can you teach me how to…[the
task] using…[the app] in this screen”, switch back to this screen, and have
the user to continue demonstrating the intended task to teach the agent how to fulfill
the previously out of scope task intent. The user may also start over and demonstrate
from scratch if they do not want to start the instruction from this screen.

Design Rationale The main design rationale of supporting intent detection repairs
with app GUI references is to make Sovite’s mechanism of fixing intent detection
errors consistent with how users discover the errors from Sovite’s display of intent
detection results.When users discover the intent detection errors by seeing the wrong
apps or the wrong screens displayed in the confirmation screenshots, the most intu-
itive way for them to fix these errors is to indicate the correct apps and screens that
should be used for the intended tasks. Their references to the apps and the screens
also allow Sovite to extract richer semantic context (e.g., the app store descriptions
and the text labels found on app GUI screens) than having the user simply rephrase
their utterances, helping with finding semantically related task intents.
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Fig. 6 Sovite provides multiple ways to fix text-input slot value errors: LEFT : the user can click
the corresponding highlight overlay and change its value by adjusting the selection in the original
utterance, speaking a new value, or just typing in a new value.RIGHT : the user can drag the overlays
on the screenshot to move a value to a new slot, or swap the values between two slots

Slot Value Extraction Repair with Direct Manipulation

If the user finds that the intent is correct (i.e., the displayed app and app screen
correctly match the user’s intended task), but there are errors in the extracted task
slot values (i.e., the highlighted textboxes, the values in the highlighted textboxes,
or the highlighted menu items on the confirmation screenshots are wrong), the user
can fix these errors using direct manipulation on the screenshots.

All the highlight overlays for task slots can be dragged-and-dropped. For slots
represented by GUI menu selections, the user can simply drag the highlight overlay
to select a different item, as shown in Fig. 5a. The same interaction technique also
works for fixing mismatches in the text-input type slot values. For example, if the
agent swaps the order between starting location and destination in a “requesting Uber
ride” intent, the user can drag these overlays with location names to move them to
the right fields in the app GUI screenshot (Fig. 6). When a field is dragged to another
field that already has a value, Sovite performs a swap rather than a replace so as not
to lose any user-supplied data.

Alternatively, when the value for a text-input type slot is incorrect, the user can
repair it using the popup dialog shown in Fig. 6. After the user clicks on the highlight
overlay for a text-input slot, a dialog will pop up, showing the slot’s current value in
the user’s original utterance. The user can adjust the text selection by dragging the
highlight boundaries in the identified entities. The same dialog alternatively allows
the user to just enter a new slot value by speech or typing.

Design Rationale We believe these direct manipulation interactions in Sovite are
intuitive to the users. The positions and the contents of the highlight overlays repre-
sent where and what slot values would be entered if the task was performed using the
GUI of the corresponding app. Therefore, if what Sovite identified does not match
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what the users would do for the intended task, the users can directly fix these incon-
sistencies through simple physical actions such as drag-and-drop and text selection
gestures, and see immediate feedback on the screenshots,which aremajor advantages
of direct manipulation [134].

5.6 The Semantic Representation of GUIs

With the rise of data-driven computational methods for modeling user interactions
with graphical user interfaces (GUIs), the GUI screens have become not only inter-
faces for human users to interact with the underlying computing services, but also
valuable data sources that encode the underlying task flow, the supported user inter-
actions, and the design patterns of the corresponding apps, which have proven useful
for AI-powered applications. For example, programming-by-demonstration (PBD)
intelligent agents such as [80, 88, 132] use task-relevant entities and hierarchical
structures extracted from GUIs to parameterize, disambiguate, and handle errors in
user-demonstrated task automation scripts. Erica [39] mines a large repository of
mobile app GUIs to enable user interface (UI) designers to search for example design
patterns to inform their own design. Kite [89] extracts task flows from mobile app
GUIs to bootstrap conversational agents.

We present a new self-supervised technique Screen2Vec for generating seman-
tic representations of GUI screens and components using their textual content, visual
design and layout patterns, and app context metadata. Screen2Vec’s approach
is inspired by the popular word embedding method Word2Vec [111], where
the embedding vector representations of GUI screens and components are gener-
ated through the process of training a prediction model. But unlike Word2Vec,
Screen2Vec uses a two-layer pipeline informed by the structures of GUIs and
GUI interaction traces and incorporates screen- and app-specific metadata.

The embedding vector representations produced by Screen2Vec can be used in
avariety of useful downstream tasks such as nearest neighbor retrieval, composability-
based retrieval, and representing mobile tasks. The self-supervised nature of
Screen2Vec allows its model to be trained without any manual data labeling
efforts—it can be trained with a large collection of GUI screens and the user inter-
action traces on these screens such as the Rico [38] dataset.
Screen2Vec addresses an important gap in prior work about computational

HCI research. The lack of comprehensive semantic representations of GUI screens
and components has been identified as a major limitation in prior work in GUI-based
interactive task learning (e.g., [88, 132]), intelligent suggestive interfaces (e.g., [30]),
assistive tools (e.g., [19]), and GUI design aids (e.g., [72, 139]). Screen2Vec
embeddings can encode the semantics, contexts, layouts, and patterns of GUIs, pro-
viding representations of these types of information in a form that can be easily and
effectively incorporated into popular modern machine learning models.
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Fig. 7 The two-level architecture of Screen2Vec for generating GUI component and screen
embeddings. The weights for the steps in teal color are optimized during the training process

5.6.1 Screen2Vec’s Approach

Figure 7 illustrates the architecture of Screen2Vec. Overall, the pipeline of
Screen2Vec consists of two levels: the GUI component level (shown in the gray
shade) and the GUI screen level. We will describe the approach at a high-level here,
you may refer to [87] for the implementation details.

The GUI component level model encodes the textual content and the class type
of a GUI component into a 768-dimensional embedding vector to represent the
GUI component (e.g., a button, a textbox, a list entry etc.) This GUI component
embedding vector is computed with two inputs: (1) a 768-dimensional embedding
vector of the text label of the GUI component, encoded using a pre-trained Sentence-
BERT [128] model; and (2) a 6-dimensional class embedding vector that represents
the class type of theGUI component. The two embedding vectors are combined using
a linear layer, resulting in the 768-dimensional GUI component embedding vector
that represents the GUI component. The class embeddings in the class type embedder
and the weights in the linear layer are optimized through training a Continuous Bag-
of-Words (CBOW) prediction task: for each GUI component on each screen, the
task predicts the current GUI component using its context (i.e., all the other GUI
components on the same screen). The training process optimizes the weights in the
class embeddings and theweights in the linear layer for combining the text embedding
and the class embedding.

The GUI screen level model encodes the textual content, visual design and lay-
out patterns, and app context of a GUI screen into an 1536-dimensional embedding
vector. This GUI screen embedding vector is computed using three inputs: (1) the
collection of the GUI component embedding vectors for all the GUI components on
the screen (as described in the last paragraph), combined into a 768-dimension vector
using a recurrent neural network model (RNN); (2) a 64-dimensional layout embed-
ding vector that encodes the screen’s visual layout; and (3) a 768-dimensional embed-
ding vector of the textual App Store description for the underlying app, encoded with
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a pre-trained Sentence-BERT [128] model. These GUI and layout vectors are com-
bined using a linear layer, resulting in a 768-dimensional vector. After training, the
description embedding vector is concatenated on, resulting in the 1536-dimensional
GUI screen embedding vector (if included in the training, the description dominates
the entire embedding, overshadowing information specific to that screen within the
app). The weights in the RNN layer for combining GUI component embeddings and
the weights in the linear layer for producing the final output vector are similarly
trained on a CBOW prediction task on a large number of interaction traces (each
represented as a sequence of screens). For each trace, a sliding window moves over
the sequence of screens. The model tries to use the representation of the context (the
surrounding screens) to predict the screen in the middle.

In the training process, we trained Screen2Vec5 on the open-sourced Rico6

dataset [38]. The Rico dataset contains interaction traces on 66,261 unique GUI
screens from 9,384 free Android apps collected using a hybrid crowdsourcing plus
automated discovery approach. The models are trained on a cross entropy loss func-
tion with an Adam optimizer [63]. In training the GUI screen embedding model,
we use negative sampling [110, 111] so that we do not have to recalculate and
update every screen’s embedding on every training iteration, which is computation-
ally expensive and prone to over-fitting. In each iteration, the prediction is compared
to the correct screen and a sample of negative data that consists of: a random sampling
of size 128 of other screens, the other screens in the batch, and the screens in the
same trace as the correct screen, used in the prediction task. We specifically include
the screens in the same trace to promote screen-specific learning in this process: This
way, we can disincentive screen embeddings that are based solely on the app7, and
emphasize on having the model learn to differentiate the different screens within the
same app. You can refer to [87] for details on the training process.

Prediction Task Results

In the screen prediction task, the Screen2Vec model performs better than three
baseline models (TextOnly, LayoutOnly, and VisualOnly; see [87] for
details on the baseline models) in top-1 prediction accuracy, top-k prediction accu-
racy, and the normalized rooted mean square error (RMSE) of the predicted screen
embedding vector. See [87] for details on the results and the relevant discussions.

5 Available at: https://github.com/tobyli/screen2vec.
6 Available at: http://interactionmining.org/rico.
7 Since the next screen is always within the same app, and therefore, shares an app description
embedding, the prediction task favors having information about the specific app (i.e., app store
description embedding) dominate the embedding

https://github.com/tobyli/screen2vec
http://interactionmining.org/rico
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5.6.2 Sample Downstream Tasks

Nearest Neighbors

The nearest neighbor task is useful for data-driven design, where the designers want
to find examples for inspiration and for understanding the possible design solu-
tions [38]. The task focuses on the similarity between GUI screen embeddings: for
a given screen, what are the top-N most similar screens in the dataset? The similar
technique can also be used for unsupervised clustering in the dataset to infer different
types of GUI screens. In our context, this task also helps demonstrate the different
characteristics between Screen2Vec and the three baseline models.

We conducted a study with 79 Mechanical Turk workers, where we compared the
human-rated similarity of the nearest neighbors results generated by Screen2Vec
with the baseline models on 5,608 pairs of screen instances. The Mechanical Turk
workers rated the nearest neighbor screens generated by the Screen2Vec model
to be, on average, more similar (p < 0.0001) to their source screens than the nearest
neighbor screens generated by the baseline models (details on study design and
results in [87]).

Subjectively, when looking at the nearest neighbor results, we can see the different
aspects of theGUI screens that each differentmodel captures.Screen2Vec can cre-
atemore comprehensive representations that encode the textual content, visual design
and layout patterns, and app contexts of the screen compared with the two baselines,
which only capture one or two aspects. For example, Fig. 8 shows the example nearest
neighbor results for the “request ride” screen in the Lyft app. Screen2Vec model
retrives the “get direction” screen in the Uber Driver app, “select navigation type”
screen in the Waze app, and “request ride” screen in the Free Now (My Taxi) app.
Visual and component layout wise, the result screens all feature a menu/information
card at the bottom 1/3 to 1/4 of the screen, with a MapView taking themajority of the
screen space. Content and app domainwise, all these screens are from transportation-
related apps that allow the user to configure a trip. In comparison, the TextOnly
model retrieves the “request ride” screen from the zTrip app, the “main menu” screen
from the Hailo app (both zTrip and Hailo are taxi hailing apps), and the home screen
of the Paytm app (a mobile payment app in India). The commonality of these screens
is that they all include text strings that are semantically similar to “payment” (e.g.,
add payment type, wallet, pay, add money), and texts that are semantically similar
to “destination” and “trips” (e.g., drop off location, trips, bus, flights). But the model
neither considers the visual layout and design patterns of the screens, nor the app
context. Therefore, the result contains the “main menu” (a quite different type of
screen) in the Hailo app and the “home screen” in the Paytm app (a quite different
type of screen in a different type of app). The LayoutOnly model, on the other
hand, retrieves the “exercise logging” screens from the Map My Walk app and the
Map My Ride app, and the tutorial screen from the Clever Dialer app. We can see
that the content and app-context similarity of the result of the LayoutOnly model
is quite lower than those of the Screen2Vec and TextOnly models. However,
the result screens all share similar layout features as the source screen, such as the
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Fig. 8 The example nearest neighbor results for the Lyft “request ride” screen generated by the
Screen2Vec, TextOnly, and LayoutOnly models

menu/information card at the bottom of the screen and the screen-wide button at the
bottom of the menu (Fig. 8).

Embedding Composability

A useful property of embeddings is that they are composable—meaning that we can
add, subtract, and average embeddings to form a meaningful new one. This prop-
erty is commonly used in word embeddings. For example, in Word2Vec, analogies
such as “man is to woman as brother is to sister” is reflected in that the vector
(man − woman) is similar to the vector (brother − sister). Besides represent-
ing analogies, this embedding composability can also be utilized for generative
purposes—for example, (brother − man + woman) results in an embedding vector
that represents “sister”.

This property is also useful in screen embeddings. For example, we can run
a nearest neighbor query on the composite embedding of (Marriott app ’s “hotel
booking” screen+ (Cheapoair app’s “search result” screen−Cheapoair app’s “hotel
booking” screen)). The top result is the “search result” screen in the Marriott app.
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Fig. 9 An example showing the composability of Screen2Vec embeddings: running the nearest
neighbor query on the composite embedding of (Marriott app ’s hotel booking page + Cheapoair
app’s hotel booking page−Cheapoair app’s search result page) can match theMarriott app’s search
result page, and the similar pages of a few other travel apps

When we filter the result to focus on screens from apps other than Marriott, we get
screens that show list results of items from other travel-related apps such as Booking,
Last Minute Travel, and Caesars Rewards.

The composability can make Screen2Vec particularly useful for GUI design
purposes—the designer can leverage the composability to find inspiring examples
of GUI designs and layouts.

Screen Embedding Sequences for Representing Mobile Tasks

GUI screens are not only useful data sources individually on their own, but also as
building blocks to represent a user’s task.A task in an app, or acrossmultiple apps, can
be represented as a sequence of GUI screens that makes up the user interaction trace
of performing this task through app GUIs. We conduct a preliminary evaluation on
the effectiveness of embedding mobile tasks as sequences of Screen2Vec screen
embedding vectors (details in [87]).

While the task embedding method we explored is quite primitive, it illustrates
that the Screen2Vec technique can be used to effectively encode mobile tasks
into the vector space where semantically similar tasks are close to each other. For
the next steps, we plan to further explore this direction. For example, the current
method of averaging all the screen embedding vectors does not consider the order
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of the screens in the sequence. In the future, we may collect a dataset of human
annotations of task similarity, and use techniques that can encode the sequences of
items, such as recurrent neural networks (RNN) and long short-termmemory (LSTM)
networks, to create the task embeddings from sequences of screen embeddings. We
may also incorporate the Screen2Vec embeddings of the GUI components that
were interactedwith (e.g., the button that was clicked on) to initiate the screen change
into the pipeline for embedding tasks.

5.6.3 Potential Applications of Screen2Vec

This section describes several potential applications where the new Screen2Vec
technique can be useful based on the downstream tasks described in Sect. 5.6.2.
Screen2Vec can enable new GUI design aids that take advantage of the nearest

neighbor similarity and composability of Screen2Vec embeddings. Prior work
such as [38, 52, 66] has shown that data-driven tools that enable designers to
curate design examples are quite useful for interface designers. Unlike [38], which
uses a content-agnostic approach that focuses on the visual and layout similarities,
Screen2Vec considers the textual content and appmetadata in addition to the visual
and layout patterns, often leading to different nearest neighbor results as discussed
in section. This new type of similarity results will also be useful when focusing on
interface design beyond just visual and layout issues, as the results enable designers
to query, for example, designs that display similar content or screens that are used
in apps in a similar domain. The composability in Screen2Vec embeddings enables
querying for design examples at a finer granularity. For example, suppose a designer
wishes to find examples for inspiring the design of a new checkout page for app A.
They may query for the nearest neighbors of the synthesized embedding App A’s
order page+ (App B’s checkout page−AppB’s order page). Compared with simply
querying for the nearest neighbors of App B’s checkout page, this synthesized query
can encode the interaction context (i.e., the desired page should be the checkout page
for App A’s order page) in addition to the “checkout” semantics.

The Screen2Vec embeddings can also be useful in generative GUI models.
Recent models such as the neural design network (NDN) [73] and LayoutGAN [79]
can generate realistic GUI layouts based on user-specified constraints (e.g., align-
ments, relative positions between GUI components). Screen2Vec can be used in
these generative approaches to incorporate the semantics of GUIs and the contexts
of how each GUI screen and component gets used in user interactions. For exam-
ple, the GUI component prediction model can estimate the likelihood of each GUI
component given the context of the other components in a generated screen, pro-
viding a heuristic of how likely the GUI components can fit well with each other.
Similarly, the GUI screen prediction model may be used as a heuristic to synthesize
GUI screens that can better fit with the other screens in the planned user interaction
flows. Since Screen2Vec has been shown effective in representing mobile tasks
in Sect. 5.6.2, where similar tasks will yield similar embeddings, one may also use
the task embeddings of performing the same task on an existing app to inform the
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generation of new screen designs. The embedding vector form of Screen2Vec
representations made them particularly suitable for use in the recent neural network
based generative models.
Screen2Vec’s capability of embedding tasks can also enhance interactive

task learning systems. Specifically, Screen2Vec may be used to enable more
powerful procedure generalizations of the learned tasks. We have shown that the
Screen2Vec model can effectively predict screens in an interaction trace. Results
in Sect. 5.6.2 also indicated that Screen2Vec can embed mobile tasks so that
the interaction traces of completing the same task in different apps will be similar
to each other in the embedding vector space. Therefore, it is quite promising that
Screen2Vecmay be used to generalize a task learned from the user by demonstra-
tion in one app to another app in the same domain (e.g., generalizing the procedure of
ordering coffee in the Starbucks app to the Dunkin’ Donut app). In the future, we plan
to further explore this direction by incorporating Screen2Vec into open-sourced
mobile interactive task learning agents such as Sugilite.

6 User Evaluations

We conducted several lab user studies to evaluate the usability, efficiency, and effec-
tiveness of Sugilite. The results of these study showed that end users without signif-
icant programming expertise were able to successfully teach the agent the procedures
of performing common tasks (e.g., ordering pizza, requesting Uber, checking sports
score, ordering coffee) [80], conditional rules for triggering the tasks [88], and con-
cepts relevant to the tasks (e.g., the weather is hot, the traffic is heavy) [88] using
Sugilite. The users were also able to clarify their intents when ambiguities arise [84]
and successfully discover, identify the sources of, and repair conversational break-
downs caused by natural language understanding errors [82].Most of our participants
found Sugilite easy and natural to use [80, 84, 88]. Efficiency wise, teaching a task
usually took the user 3–6 times longer than how long it took to perform the task
manually in our studies [80], which indicates that teaching a task using Sugilite can
save time for many repetitive tasks.

7 Limitations

7.1 Platform

Sugilite and its follow-up work have been developed and tested only on Android
phones. Sugilite retrieves the hierarchical tree structure of the current GUI screen
and manipulates the app GUI through Android’s Accessibility API. However, the
approach used in Sugilite should apply to any GUI-based apps with hierarchical-
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based structures (e.g., the hierarchical DOM structures in web apps). In certain
platforms like iOS, while the app GUIs still use hierarchical tree structures, the
access to extracting information from and sending inputs to third-party apps has
been restricted by the operating system due to security and privacy concerns. In such
platforms, implementing a Sugilite-like system likely requires collaboration with
the OS provider (e.g., Apple) or limiting the domain to first-party apps. We also
expect working with desktop apps to be more challenging than with mobile apps due
to the increased difficulty in inferring their GUI semantics, as the desktop apps often
have more complex layouts and more heterogeneous design patterns.

7.2 Runtime Efficiency

An important characteristic of Sugilite is that it interacts with the underlying third-
party app in the same way as a human user do, meaning that it reads information by
navigating to the corresponding app screen through the app GUI menu and performs
a task by manipulating the app GUI controls. While this approach provides excellent
applicability for Sugilite, allowing the invocation of millions of existing third-party
apps without any modification to these apps, it also means that performing a task in
Sugilite is much slower than in an agent that directly invokes the under-the-hood
API. It usually takes Sugilite a few seconds to execute a task automation script.
This includes the time needed for Sugilite to process each screen, plus the extra
time for the underlying app to load and to render its GUI.

Another implication of how Sugilite interacts with the underlying apps is that
it needs to run in the foreground of the phone. If an automation script is triggered
when the user is actively using the phone at the same time, the user’s current task
will be interrupted. Similarly, if an external event (e.g., an incoming phone call)
interrupts in the middle of executing an automation script, the script execution may
fail. One possible way to address the problem is to execute Sugilite scripts in a
virtual machine running in the background, similar to X-Droid [62]. We will leave
this for future work.

7.3 Expressiveness

Sugilite has made several contributions in improving the user expressiveness in
programming by demonstration and interactive task learning systems.However, there
are still several limitations in Sugilite’s expressiveness, which we plan to address
in future work.

The first type of limitations originates from Sugilite’s domain-specific language
(DSL) used to specify its automation scripts. For example, it has no support for nested
arithmetic operations in the DSL (e.g., one can say “if the price of a Uber ride is
greater than 10 dollars” and “if the price of a Uber ride is greater than the price of a
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Lyft ride”, but not “if the price of aUber ride is at least 10 dollarsmore expensive than
the price of a Lyft ride.”) mostly due to the extra complication in semantic parsing.
Correctly parsing the user’s natural language description of arithmetic operations
into our DSL would likely require a more complicated parsing architecture with a
much larger training corpus. It also does not support loops in automation (e.g., “order
one of each item in the “Espresso Drinks” category in the Starbucks app”). This is
due to Sugilite’s limited capability to capture the internal “states” within the apps
and to return to a specific previous state. For example, in the “ordering one of each
item” task, the agent needs to return to the GUI state showing the list of items after
completing the ordering of the first item in order to order the second item. This
cannot be easily done with the current Sugilite agent. Even if Sugilitewas able to
find the “same” (visually similar or have the same activity name) screen, Sugilite
cannot know if the internal state of the underlying app has changed (e.g., adding the
first item to the cart affects what other items are available for purchase).

Another limitation in expressiveness is due to the input modalities that Sugilite
tracks in the user demonstrations—it only records a set of common input types
(clicks, long-clicks, text entries, etc.) on app GUIs. Gestures (e.g., swipes, flicks),
sensory inputs (e.g., tilting or shaking the phone detected by the accelerometer and
the gyroscope, auditory inputs from the microphone), and visual inputs (from the
phone camera) are not recorded.

7.4 Brittleness

While many measures have been taken to help Sugilite handle minor changes in
app GUIs, Sugilite scripts can still be brittle after the a change in the underlying
app GUI due to either an app update or an external event. As discussed in Sect. 5.2,
Sugilite uses a graph query to locate the correct GUI element to operate on when
executing an automation script. Instead of using the absolute (x, y) coordinates for
identifying a GUI element like some prior systems do, Sugilite picks one or more
features such as the text label, the ordinal position in a list (e.g., first item in the search
result), or the relative position to another GUI element (e.g., the “book” button next to
the cheapest flight) that corresponds to the user’s intent. Therefore, if a GUI change
does not affect the result of the graph query, the automation should still work. In the
future, it is possible to further enhance Sugilite’s capability of understanding screen
semantics, so that it can automatically detect and handle some of these unexpected
screens that do not affect the task without user intervention.
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8 Future Work

8.1 Generalization in Programming by Demonstration

Generalization is a central challenge in programming by demonstration [37, 94].
Sugilite hasmade several important improvements to the generalization capabilities
of the current state-of-art programming by demonstration systems through (1) its
multi-modal approach for parameterizing task procedures by combining entities from
the user’s spoken instructions with information extracted from the hierarchical app
GUI structures; and (2) its app-based abstraction model for generalizing learned
concepts such as “hot” and “busy” across different apps.

However, there are still opportunities for supportingmore powerful generalization.
The embedding technique described in Sect. 5.6 opens up the opportunity of cross-
app generalization, i.e., when the user has taught performing a task in an app, can the
agent generalize the learned procedure to perform a similar task in a different app?
Sect. 5.6.2 shows that a task procedure can be represented as a sequence of actions
that each consists of (1) the embedding of the screen where the action is performed;
and (2) the embedding of theGUI component onwhich the action is performed, while
Sect. 5.6.2 illustrates that it is feasible to find the “equivalence” of a screen in a new
app (e.g., locating the search screen in theCheapoair app based on the search screen in
the Marriott app) through arithmetic operations on the screen embeddings. In future
work, We plan to explore the design of new mechanisms and their corresponding
interfaces that leverage these characteristics of screen embeddings to allow the agent
to generalize the learned tasks across different apps with the help from the user.

This approach is inspired by our observation on how human users use unfamiliar
apps. In most cases, a user would be able to use an unfamiliar app to perform a task
if they have used a similar app before because (1) they have the domain-agnostic
knowledge of how mobile apps generally work; and (2) they have the app-agnostic
knowledge about the task domain. In this planned approach, the domain-agnostic
knowledge of app design patterns and layouts is encoded in the app screen embed-
ding model, while the task-domain-specific knowledge can be acquired by the agent
through the user’s instruction of a similar task in a different app.

Another opportunity for facilitating generalization is to enhance the reason-
ing of user intents by connecting to large pre-trained commonsense models like
COMET [24] and Atomic [131]. While the current Suglite agent can be taught
new concepts (e.g., hot, busy, and late), procedures (e.g., setting alarms and request-
ing Uber rides), and if-else rules, the agent does not understand the rationale and
reasoning process among these entities (e.g., the user requests a Uber ride when it
is late because the Uber ride is faster and the user does not want to be late for an
event). Understanding such rationale would allow the agent to better generalize user
instructions to different contexts and to suggest alternative approaches.
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8.2 Field Study of SUGILITE

Another future direction is to study the user adoption of Sugilite through a lon-
gitudinal field study. While the usability and the effectiveness of Sugilite have
been validated through task-based lab studies, deploying it to actual users can still
be useful for (i) further validating the feasibility and robustness of the system in
various contexts, (ii) measuring the usefulness of Sugilite in real-life scenarios,
and (iii) studying the characteristics of how users use Sugilite. The key goal of the
deployment is to study Sugilite within its intended context of use.

9 Conclusion

We described Sugilite, a task automation agent that can learn new tasks and rele-
vant concepts interactively from users through their GUI-grounded natural language
instructions and demonstrations. This system provides capabilities such as intent
clarification, task parameterization, concept generalization, breakdown repairs, and
embedding the semantics of GUI screens. Sugilite shows the promise of using app
GUIs for grounding natural language instructions, and the effectiveness of resolv-
ing unknown concepts, ambiguities, and vagueness in natural language instructions
using a mixed-initiative multi-modal approach.
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